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ABSTRACT

Three major factors that determine the performance of a machine learning are the choice of a representative set of features, choosing a suitable machine learning algorithm and the right selection of the training parameters for a specified machine learning algorithm. This thesis tackles the problem of feature selection for supervised machine learning prediction tasks through dependency information. The feature evaluation strategy is formulated based on mutual information (MI) to handle both classification and regression supervised learning tasks and the search strategy is a modified greedy forward strategy designed to manage redundancy between features and avoiding features that are irrelevant to the predicting output. The problem with many existing feature selections that evaluate features based on mutual information is that they are designed to handle classification tasks only. And the few existing ones that can work for regression tasks were recently found to underestimate mutual information between two strongly dependent variables. In addition to these problems, the search strategy which is usually a heuristic greedy method used with many existing feature selections, lacks scientifically sound stopping criterion and the forward greedy procedure despite its advantages over the backward procedure is found to reveal suboptimal. Thus, this thesis has developed and evaluated a filter based Information Theoretic-based Feature Selection (IFS) for machine learning. Various experiments were carried out to assess and test components of IFS algorithm. The first test was designed to evaluate the formulated IFS Selection Criterion Strategy (MI estimator) by comparing it with six different MI estimator benchmarks. The second test evaluates IFS in a controlled study using simulated datasets. Moreover, the third test used ten natural domain datasets obtained from UCI Repository, in about fifteen different experiments, using three to four different Machine Learning
Algorithms for performance evaluation. Also, additional experiments to compare the relative performance of the IFS with five related feature selection algorithms were carried out using natural domain datasets. Besides, this thesis developed a hybrid filter method to enhance the performance of the IFS. IFS served as filter together with an Ant Colony Optimization System (ACO) as a metaheuristic form the hybrid system. In these extended IFS method, feature selection method was defined and presented as a 0-1 Knapsack Problem (MKP). Thus, this thesis precisely developed and evaluated IFS_BACS (Binary Ant Colony System) hybrid method. Further experiments were carried out using the natural domain datasets and comparison were made between IFS and hybrid IFS_BACS methods. In most of the cases, experimental results of IFS and its extended IFS_BACS hybrid method significantly reduced features and produce competitive performance accuracy when compared to the results of the full feature set before applying the IFS or IFS_BACS method. And comparing the IFS with its extended version, the extended version (IFS_BACS) seems to be more promising in selecting optimal feature subset from large datasets.

**Keywords:** Feature Selection, Information Theory, Mutual Information, Entropy, Density Estimation, Optimization, Machine Learning Algorithms, Supervised Learning, Modeling, Ant Colony System.
Maklumat Berasaskan Teori Pemilihan Ciri untuk Pembelajaran Mesin

ABSTRAK

Tiga faktor utama yang menentukan prestasi pembelajaran mesin adalah pilihan set wakil ciri-ciri, memilih algoritma pembelajaran mesin yang sesuai dan pilihan yang tepat parameter latihan bagi algoritma pembelajaran mesin yang ditetapkan. Tesis ini menangani masalah pemilihan ciri untuk tugas-tugas ramalan pembelajaran mesin diselia melalui maklumat kebergantungan. Strategi penilaian ciri dirumuskan berdasarkan maklumat bersama (MI) untuk mengendalikan kedua-dua klasifikasi dan regresi di bawah seliaan tugas-tugas pembelajaran dan strategi carian adalah satu strategi ke hadapan tamak diubahsuai direka untuk mengurangkan output meramalkan. Oleh itu, maklumat penapis berdasarkan pemilihan ciri berdasarkan teori-(IFS) untuk pembelajaran mesin telah dibangunkan dan dinilai. Pelbagai eksperimen telah dijalankan untuk menilai dan komponen ujian algoritma IFS. Ujian pertama telah direka untuk menilai IFS pemilihan strategi kriteria yang digubal (MI penganggar) dengan membandingkannya dengan enam garis dasar penganggar MI berbeza. Ujian kedua yang telah dilakukan untuk menilai IFS dalam kajian yang dikawal menggunakan set data yang tiruan. Ujian ketiga menggunakan sepuluh dataset domain semula jadi yang diperolehi daripada UCI repositori, kira-kira lima belas eksperimen yang berbeza, menggunakan 3-4 algoritma pembelajaran mesin yang berbeza untuk penilaian prestasi. Dalam usaha untuk meningkatkan prestasi IFS, kaedah penapis-wrapper hibrid telah dibangunkan. IFS telah digunakan sebagai penapis bersama-sama dengan semut sistem koloni pengoptimuman metaheuristic (ACO) sebagai pembungkus. Dalam kaedah IFS lanjutan ini, kaedah pemilihan ciri ditakrifkan dan dibentangkan sebagai 0-1 masalah bunti multidimensi (MKP). Oleh itu, kaedah hibrid IFS_BACS (binari sistem koloni semut) telah
dibangunkan dan dinilai. Eksperimen selanjutnya telah dijalankan dengan menggunakan set data domain semula jadi dan perbandingan antara IFS dan IFS_BACS kaedah hibrid telah dibuat. Dalam kebanyakan kes, keputusan eksperimen kaedah hibrid IFS dan IFS_BACS dilanjutkan berkurangan ciri-ciri dan menghasilkan ketepatan prestasi kompetitif berbanding keputusan ciri penuh ditetapkan sebelum menggunakan kaedah IFS atau IFS_BACS.

**Kata kunci:** Pemilihan Ciri, Teori Maklumat, Maklumat Bersama, Entropi, Ketumpatan Anggaran, Pengoptimuman, Algoritma Pembelajaran Mesin, Pembelajaran Terselia, Pemodelan, Sistem Koloni Semut.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

As the quest for computers to be sufficiently intelligent like human (McCarthy & Hayes, 1987; Harnad, 2008) advances in the recent time, the exciting field of Machine Learning emerges (Langely, 2011) to provides a new capability for computers. Applications such as credit card fraud detection, spam detection, speech understanding, product recommendation, medical diagnosis, stock trading, handwritten recognition, natural language processing and other works in computer vision, all of which proved to be very difficult or nearly impossible to program by hands are now possible with the recent development of machine learning technologies. At the heart of the machine learning technologies is the process of learning from a feature set, selected from an available dataset. However, the mostly available dataset in various application areas contain features or attributes collected for some reasons other than mining the data, consequently, they contain replicate or irrelevant features to the predicting tasks (Fayyad et al., 1996), of great importance to the learning machine, is feature selection. Feature selection is an optimization method used to select optimal feature subset from the full or whole feature set. Selected optimal feature subset is expected to retain the relevant dependency information in the full feature set as a key focus of a learning algorithm to the predictable tasks. Thus, the hypothesis investigated in this thesis is that feature selection for supervised learning tasks can be achieved based on the dependency information between input features and the target attribute. Also, that such feature selection technique will be useful to wide range of common machine learning algorithms. A technique for Information Theoretic-based Feature Selection (IFS) is developed and evaluated using some popular machine learning algorithms and empirical methods. The selection criterion function is derived based on the popular information theory introduced by Shannon (Shannon, 1948). It is
simple to execute and can eliminate unnecessary features. In many cases, it improves the performance of learning algorithms and produces results that are comparable with state of the art feature selection methods from the available literature.

1.1 **Background of the Study**

Machine learning is an exciting field of study that evolved out of work in artificial intelligence (Langely, 2011). It brings together learning theories from computer science and statistics (Jordan, 2014) and primarily concerns with prediction tasks, based on known or learned features of a dataset. There are two types of machine learning prediction tasks. The first category is classification task which is a prediction task that classifies target object (Output Attribute) into one of the ordinal, nominal or categorical pre-labeled attribute known as class. For example, a machine learning task for medical diagnosis to predict if a patient has cancer or not. The second type of machine learning prediction tasks is the regression task which involves predicting target object as a quantitative or numerical approximation. For the same cancer example, for instance, the prediction task could be to predict the approximate size or spread of cancer in a patient.

Irrespective of the type of tasks, machine learning problems are divided into three broad categories. The first division is the supervised learning; this requires that the dataset should consist of input attributes or features and the corresponding target attribute. The goal here is that the learning system learns model parameters that maps inputs (unseen before) to outputs. The second category is the unsupervised learning, which involves unlabeled data (Dataset consist of only inputs features). The goal of unsupervised learning is to learn a hidden structure or pattern in a dataset. The third category of machine learning task is reinforcement learning, which requires a learning system to learn how to interact with its environment in a
dynamic way. The goal is that the learning system learns how to map situation to action like in the case of learning to play a game by playing against an opponent (Bishop, 2006).

State of the art machine learning algorithms, such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Bayesian Network, Decision Tree Learning, Clustering, Evolutionary Algorithms, Reinforcement Learning and so forth have been explored and modeled to successfully solve a wider range of prediction problems in various areas of human endeavor. The performance of any learning algorithm to successfully predict an unseen data relies heavily on the nature of data attributes used for learning the model parameters. Various studies carried out in the literature indicated that using “Relevant” attributes or features to train a learning model results in compact models that generalized better (Kira & Rendell, 1992; Koller & Sahami, 1995; Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Pudil & Somol, 2005; Gadat & Younes, 2007). Feature selection algorithms are used to select feature subset in a preprocessing step. So, the chosen feature subset is then used for learning the model parameters.

Feature Selection techniques will continue to play an important role in machine learning and pattern recognition for many years to come (Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Collins & Liu, 2005; Hoi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014). Most especially, now that the world is currently facing challenges of big data analytics. Pending on the learning domain and processing, Feature Selection Algorithms consist of two broad categories namely the batch and online feature selection techniques. Batch feature selection methods fundamentally assume that all or fixed set of candidate features for learning are available in advance. Moreover, a feature selection method is to choose an $m$ feature subset from a pool of $n$ candidates, where $m$ is expected to be less than the $n$. This choice is made by optimizing a criterion function over all subsets of the $m$ (Collins & Liu, 2005). This category of feature
selection is suitable for standard or traditional learning process (Glocer et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2013). The online feature selection methods assume that features arrive in stages, and no new addition of instances to the problem (Glocer et al., 2005). That is, feature flows into a model one after the other dynamically and feature selection performs at the arrival time. This online feature selection differs from standard online training which assumes instances arrive dynamically (Hoi et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013). This thesis focuses on batch feature selection for supervised learning tasks and has been studied for many years (Blum & Langley, 1997; Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Liu & Yu, 2005; Saeys et al., 2007).

Feature selection algorithms are believed to consist of two major components namely the Selection Criterion Function and the Search Strategy (Collins & Liu, 2005). The Selection Criterion Function is a quantitative measure which is used to compare one feature subset against another. The Search Strategy is a systematic method to enumerate candidate feature subsets and to decide when to stop (Collins & Liu, 2005). However, in this thesis, the author considered Stopping Criterion as a major component in addition to the two mentioned previously. While the Selection Criterion Function determines how to measure and quantitatively compare features and the Search Strategy provides the means to search for optimal feature subset through the feature subsets space, the Stopping Criterion determines if optimal or suboptimal feature subset is selected or attained. There are two categories of the Selection Criterion Functions which give rise to the three types of Feature Selection Models. Those that utilize a statistical and probability distribution of dataset attributes to measure relevance of feature subset and those that evaluate feature subset based on its performance with a learning machine model. The former referred to as Filter and the latter Wrapper. Hybrid model combines the strong points of both Filter and Wrapper.
1.2 Motivation

As the world is currently witnessing a sudden burst of data due to advances in technologies, the challenges of big data analytics become self-evident. As such the author of this thesis believes that effective feature selection methods will continue to play a role in uncovering most silent features in the data, that will make it easy for applying Machine Learning Algorithms to big data. Previous studies in (Kira & Rendell, 1992; Richeldi & Lanzi, 1996; Blum & Langley, 1997; Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Pudil & Somol, 2005; Chen & Lin, 2006; Rossi et al., 2006; Gadat & Younes, 2007; Doquire & Verleysen, 2011; Unler et al., 2011) highlighted that feature selection reduces the dimension of a dataset by selecting variables that are relevant to the predicting attribute; it helps to improve the predicting capability of machine learning models by building a compact model that often avoid over-fitting and generalized better, it can improve the accuracy of prediction because of reduction in estimation errors, and empirical results indicate that building good predictor model requires a decrease in feature subset. More so, feature subset selection reduces the burden of data collection as well as reducing computational complexity. The last two advantages of feature selection are of economic importance most especially in some domains that are capital-intensive and time-consuming to organize facilities and collect, or derived domain variables enough for a traditional empirical method of analysis. Feature selection will ensure the use of concise dataset to develop predictive model for a specific domain.

The two main types of feature selection criterion functions introduced in Section 1.1, each has its strong and weak points. Filter models are fast and select feature subset independent of any machine learning algorithm, as such it generalizes the use of selected feature subset by many machine learning algorithms. However, wrapper models are more efficient in choosing feature subset that gives better prediction model with a specific machine learning algorithm. Because